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Highlights of our Year
In 2018-19 we had many achievements,
milestones and good news stories to celebrate!
Here are just a few…

Our new

Physiotherapy
Room was opened

69

4

We launched
our new People and
Culture Training
Day

We became

students undertook
placements / work
experience
with us

CoRE members –

we
Provided support
to 44 people with
NDIS packages and
32 people with Home
Care Packages

we Supported

Communities of
Respect AND
Equality

544

individual contacts
through our Karen
Interpreter
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Communicating with
our Community

communicating with our community

What Is the Quality Account?
This Quality Account is an annual publication to give our community accessible information about
our quality of care and safety during 2018-19. The report helps to share how we have performed
throughout the year against certain benchmarks, and to show the actions and achievements we have
made to improving the safety and quality of our care and services.
We want as many people as possible to have the opportunity to read our
Quality Account. This publication will be shared with you:

“We’re excited to share
with you our good news
stories and how we
performed in 2018-19.”

On our West
Wimmera Health
Service website
www.wwhs.net.au

Via a link on the
Department of Health
and Human Services
website

At each of our
reception areas

Via social media and
local media to help
promote stories
from our year

How your feedback has shaped our Quality Account Report
We always want our Quality Account to be interesting to read and easy to understand for all
members of our community.
You have told us that the less formal look and feel of our Quality Account in 2017-18 was more
inviting to pick up a copy and more appealing to look through and read. We have tried to keep this
year’s report just as engaging for you.
You can help us to continue to improve on our Quality Account for next
year, by taking a few moments to tell us what you think by:

6

Emailing us at

Calling us for a chat on

mysay@wwhs.net.au

03 5391 4293

Leaving us a message
on our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/
westwimmeahealth
WWHS QUALITY ACCOUNT 2018-19
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“Our customer and community
feedback helps us to continually
improve how we care for you.”

Tell Us What
You Think
Your Say
We encourage and welcome your
feedback at every opportunity. You can
have your say in a number of ways:

Complete a My Say feedback form
(readily available on our website, at all of
our reception and nursing areas, or you
can ask a staff member for a copy)

Chat to any of our staff members in person

We’re listening
We always want to hear from you about how we’re doing! What did we get right? What wasn’t so
right? Do you have a suggestion for how we can make a change for the better?
Every person who accesses our services is a unique individual, who has their own experiences. We
gather feedback, ideas and suggestions from a variety of people with diverse opinions and expertise
so that different voices and views can be heard and help to inform how we improve our quality and
safety of care for all people.

Call us on 03 5391 4293

@

Email us at mysay@wwhs.net.au

Your voice makes a difference to helping us to deliver the right services and the best care at all times.
Send us a letter to Reply Paid,
PO Box 231, Nhill VIC 3418.

8
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Working Together to Deliver the Best Care for You

Working Together to Deliver the Best Care for You

Listening to Your Experiences

Working with our Communities to Make a Difference

In our commitment to be as responsive as
possible to our communities, in March 2019
our Board of Directors invited a member of
the community, who had been a patient in
our Nhill Hospital in recent months, to speak
about her experience at their meeting.
In a first for our Service, the purpose of the
exercise was for our Board to hear firsthand
about the care provided in the eyes of a
patient. The only request that was made of
the community member was that she recount
to our Board her experience, good, not so
good or otherwise, and answer any questions
our Board might have.

The former patient reported an overwhelmingly
positive interaction with our Service inclusive of
all of the staff she interacted with.

We have an incredible team of dedicated
and enthusiastic people who love working in
partnership with our communities.

One phrase the patient mentioned several
times was that it was the “little things” that
made all the difference.

Throughout the year we celebrated many of
these staff members on our Facebook page as
a part of our Friday Faces project.

The guest presentation also identified an
opportunity for improvement in our discharge
process.

Here we are excited to share Rhiannon’s story
of working with the community. Read on to
here from Rhiannon…

“Working together for healthy
communities, healthy lives.”

Providing the best care for you and your loved ones is at the heart of
everything that we do at West Wimmera Health Service.
We work in collaboration with our customers and communities to
deliver the best healthcare possible.
We ask and listen to “What matters to you?” through a number of
ways so we can work together as partners in your healthcare.
By listening to what matters to people, we can ensure that we
continue to grow and strengthen West Wimmera Health Service in
partnership with the communities that we serve.
Every member of staff plays an important role in engaging with
the people who use our range of services, helping to gather your
feedback and deliver a high standard of care to you and your loved
ones.

10

Working Together to
Deliver the Best
Care for You

“Hello, my name is Rhiannon and I’m a
Community Development Worker at our
Minyip Community Health Centre.
In my role, I help to deliver health
promotion and public health initiatives to
the community. This includes programs
relating to healthy eating, social
connection and physical activity – three
key areas that make a big difference to
people’s health and wellbeing.
I love my job because no two days are
the same! I am constantly challenged
to try something new and use my
knowledge from my university studies.
I get to work with people from all
different walks of life, which has given
me a deeper understanding of the
communities I work in.
I also work on some very rewarding
projects such as our ‘Men’s Matters’
group that puts a big smile on my face at
the end of a week!
I believe that my role makes a difference
to our customers and community
because I am helping to work with the
community to give people a voice
in leading their own healthcare and
improving their wellbeing. I connect
with people every day and love to see
the impact that our programs have on
someone’s lifestyle and their health.”

WWHS QUALITY ACCOUNT 2018-19
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Working Together to Deliver the Best Care for You

Working Together to Deliver the Best Care for You

Personal
• Nothing is ever too much trouble for health service staff. I never feel as though my questions and
requests are a bother to them.
• I have flexible care options which meet my needs and preferences, including choices relating to food.

What does best care mean to you?
Over the past 12 months we have been asking our community members and staff, “What does best
care mean to you?” Your input has helped us to better define what actions and behaviours make a
real difference to ensuring our patients, residents and clients feel they always receive safe, effective,
personal and connected care.

• I am involved in planning my care and I am updated and informed of any changes or developments
throughout my care journey.
• Health service staff always introduce themselves when they enter my room and explain to me what they
are there to do and why.
• I am allowed to have as many of my friends and family visit me at any time of day.

You told us that to you, best care means:

Safe

Connected

• I want staff who are appropriately skilled, qualified and competent.

• I want support to help me get back home as soon as possible, including options to receive care at home.

• The health service facilities, equipment and furniture are clean and well maintained.

• I only want to tell my story once. I expect staff to share information between departments so I don’t have
to repeat myself.

• I feel financially secure and well informed of all costs and payment options throughout my care journey.

• I would like health service staff to help connect me with other services and supports I may need, both
internal and external to the organisation.

Effective
• The information provided to me about my care is accurate, timely and presented in a way that is easy for
me to understand.
• Appropriate support services, such as interpreters, are offered and provided to me as and when required.
• The care I receive helps me to feel better and remain pain free.
• The care I receive is exactly what I need and is given at the time I need it.

12
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Working Together to Deliver the Best Care for You

Community Advisory Committees
In 2018-19, we have been working to expand our Community Advisory Committee model across
our entire Service area, building on our already successful committee in Minyip, Murtoa and
Rupanyup.
Community Advisory Committees are consultative groups who play an integral role in sharing
insights and suggestions, asking questions, and raising important issues, which helps us to be
better informed and to continually improve. These committees are vital to working in partnership
with our community members and creating a two-way conversation to make sure we are on the
right track for caring for our communities
We will be creating new committees for Kaniva, Nhill, Jeparit and Rainbow, and Goroke and
Natimuk. In the first six months of 2019 we have been actively recruiting for members in Kaniva
and Nhill as our first two advisory committees to be newly formed. As we move into the second
half of the year, we will continue to build the strength and capacity of these two committees, as
well as recruit for our final two new groups in Jeparit and Rainbow, and Goroke and Natimuk.

14
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Working Together to Deliver the Best Care for You

“Your voice makes a difference
to shaping the future of your
health service.”

Community Representation

Did you know that we have many community representatives who help to better inform
our Quality and Safety Governance Committee, our Community Advisory Committees, our
Falls Prevention Working Group and our Finance and Audit Committee? Our community
representatives bring their perspective and experiences to the projects that our committees
are working on.
In the next twelve months we will continue to grow our community representation across all
of West Wimmera Health Service by actively promoting opportunities to join new and existing
committee and project groups.

16
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Your Experiences

18
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Your experiences

Your experiences

Victorian Hospital Experience Survey – Capturing Patient Experiences
The Victorian Healthcare Experience Survey
(VHES) is a state-wide survey that asks people
how they felt about their experience with a
public hospital. The VHES is an initiative of the
Victorian Government to support the ongoing
improvement of the public health system.

The VHES survey provides useful feedback on the
quality of our health services from the patients’
perspective, helping to better inform us about
how our services and care could be improved for
greatest effect.

What Your Feedback Tells Us About Your Overall Patient Experience
In response to the VHES core question, “Overall, how would you rate the care you
received while in hospital?” the percentage of patients who responded positively (either
as ‘very good’ or ‘good’) each quarter were:

20

100%

100%

July to September 2018

october to december 2018

97%

96%

January to march 2019

April to june 2019

What Your Feedback Tells Us About Your Discharge Experience
In response to the VHES questions about patient’s discharge, including if people had
sufficient information about managing their health and care at home, if a person’s
home situation was considered in discharge planning, if people had adequate
arrangements for any services needed at home, and if a patient’s GP had all the
necessary information about their hospital treatment or advice, the percentage of
patients who responded very positively (‘yes completely’) each quarter were:

86%

90%

July to September 2018

october to december 2018

88%

75%

January to march 2019

April to june 2019

In response to information collected from the VHES, we will work to improve services in several
areas to better meet the needs of our patients and the community.

WWHS QUALITY ACCOUNT 2018-19
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Your experiences

Improving Your Experience - Reviewing our Discharge Planning

“You said, we did...”

Your feedback in the Victorian Health Experience Survey (VHES) has helped to tell us
how we are performing when it comes to discharging you from your hospital stay,
and how we support you to manage your health and care at home.
A timely and easy to understand discharge process is vital to helping make sure
that you are involved in your discharge, and have all the information, services and
support that you need when you get home.
In 2017-18 we reviewed our discharge process and made improvements to the
paperwork and information that we gave to patients. However, throughout
2018-19 the results that we received via the VHES, along with the comments you
gave us through our My Say feedback process and from our care teams, told us
that we can do better.

22
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Your experiences

Improving Your Discharge - Our Next Steps
We have formed a multidisciplinary working group to take a deeper dive into the
challenges and the successes of our current discharge processes. The group has also
looked at a number of initiatives and research projects from other health services.
The first improvement actions identified by the working group have been to:

• Review and simplify
the admissions
paperwork to find if we
can make it easier and
quicker for staff and
patients to complete.

• Improve staff
training in reaction
to investigating and
documenting patients’
medication histories.

• Use a pharmacy
checklist at the start of
the discharge process to
help streamline the time
to wait for discharge
medications.

• Look at how we can
use telehealth more
effectively in the
admission and postdischarge process.

In the next 12 months, the working group will continue to meet and refine our discharge
planning and processes so we can continually improve for our patients. We will seek
feedback from our patients to make sure we have their input into how well our discharge
process is working, and ask for their suggestions for how we can continue to improve.

Taking Action to Improve Your Experience
Over the past year we have seen some
decline across areas of our Victorian
Healthcare Experience Survey (VHES)
results. In conjunction with the feedback
that we receive from our customers via
a number of mediums, we will be using
the VHES data to help inform how we can
do better and continue to improve your
experiences when you interact with us at all
points of our health service.
24

In 2019-20, we will be creating a VHES
Action Plan that will be regularly reviewed
and updated to identify priority areas of
where we can improve for you. Input into
these actions will be sought from both
customers and staff.

WWHS QUALITY ACCOUNT 2018-19
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Your experiences

Experience with Health Workers

Capturing Your Community Health Experience

Our 2018 VHES results continued to show that Community Health Services’ clients feel that our staff are
compassionate, listen, spend the time needed with them and explain things clearly.

In 2016 the Victorian Healthcare Experience Survey (VHES) introduced a new annual survey of
Community Health Centres and services to ask people how they felt about their experience when
using a community health service.
Between October to December 2018, anyone who used one of our community health services, visited
our Allied Health Department in Nhill, or visited a Community Health Centre in Goroke, Minyip, or
Murtoa, had the opportunity to complete an anonymous survey about their experience.

From Your Feedback We Learned

Overall 99% of respondents to the annual Community Health Survey
reported the care they received was either ‘very good’ or ‘good’.

Unfortunately, we only received 86 surveys back compared with 183 in 2017. We plan to review how
we distribute and promote the survey in 2019 in order to encourage a higher response rate.

Access

Our survey results show that it has become
easier to make an appointment (88% positive
compared with 83% in 2017), however, this
is still not the higher percentage that we are
aiming for. Whilst changes to our intake process
have resulted in some significant improvements,
we are planning to put in place an intake team,
which works together across all WWHS sites
to ensure timely responses to referrals and
enquiries.
You have indicated that access to parking close
to the Nhill campus can be challenging. We have
responded by providing two new spaces for
disability permit parking at the front of the Nhill
Hospital and collaborated with the Hindmarsh
Shire Council to put 2-hour time limits on the
remainder of the parking available alongside
the hospital in Nelson Street. When outpatient
clinics are operating, we email all staff to remind
them to leave parking near the hospital entry
areas available for patients.

Scores for confidence and trust in our community health 		
		workers increased from 92% in 2017 to 97% in 2018.

Team Work

We improved across all questions in relation to how we communicate and work together as health
professionals to coordinate and deliver your care. However, feedback suggests that sometimes people
are asked to repeat information, which they feel should already be in their health record. This will be an
area for improvement, which our new intake team will focus on.

Planning Your Care

95% of survey respondents indicated that health workers considered all their needs, including health,
age, culture, living and family situation, when planning care or treatment. This was a significant increase
from 78% in 2017. There was also an improvement from 84% to 91% of people feeling that they were
involved in decisions about their care or treatment. This result is noticeably
high against the State average of 74%. There is still work to do, however, as we
seek to improve our scores for the questions “Did health workers help you set
goals for your health and wellbeing?” (77%) and “Were all the relevant people
of people feel that they
involved in setting these goals – e.g. family members?” (75%). These results
are involved in decisions
were consistent with the previous year however, both above the State average.
about their care

91%

A New Engagement Strategy Guiding Our Community Connection and Collaboration

Environment and Facilities

We are pleased to report improved scores
for four out of five questions regarding our
facilities. 99% of respondents reported they felt
physically safe, welcomed and that their privacy
during their appointment was respected.
Whilst 85% of people reported that they felt
they were given enough privacy at reception,
this has dropped from 89% in the previous
year. We have shared this result with our staff
and reception team at each site and we will
endeavour to respond flexibly to client needs,
for example, by showing
a client to a quieter
area to talk or to wait
if required.
of respondents rated
our community health
facilities as

96%

“very clean.”
26

Your experiences

In June 2019, our Board officially approved a brand new Stakeholder Engagement
and Public Participation Strategy for the Service. The Strategy, entitled ‘Connecting
and Collaborating for Healthy Communities, Healthy Lives’, is the first of its kind to be
formally developed for West Wimmera Health Service.
The need for such a document was identified through a review of current practice,
discussions with those working in the engagement and participation space, and via
research into industry best practice.
The Strategy was developed in conjunction with and informed by evidence-based
best practice for stakeholder engagement as well as a review of current organisational
practices. The Department of Health and Human Services’ Public Participation
Framework, and Stakeholder Engagement Toolkit have been key documents used in
drafting West Wimmera Health Service’s Strategy.
During the second half of 2019, the Strategy will be published throughout the
Service and beyond. The Strategy and its actions will play an important part in ensuring
the Service continues to meet the needs of those we serve in a way they value and
that best suits them.
WWHS QUALITY ACCOUNT 2018-19
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Diversity, Inclusiveness and Access
A New Diversity Action Plan is Launched
As part of the Statement of Priorities 2018-19, all
Victorian Public Health Services were required to
have a Disability Action Plan in place by 30 June
2019.
In developing our action plan, it was determined
that there was a need to take a much broader
approach in addressing inequities experienced by
members of our community in relation to holistic
care, and so a project to develop a Diversity
Action Plan was undertaken.
The Diversity Action Plan is a 3-year plan,
commencing from 1 July 2019 with the purpose
of improving service provision, support networks,
accessibility, communication and engagement,
and the professional development of our staff.

28
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Diversity, inclusiveness and access

Diversity, inclusiveness and access
The development of our Diversity Action
Plan involved an extensive consultation
process with key stakeholders, such as a
number of our existing National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS) and Residential
Aged Care customers. It not only sets out
a new series of actions informed by the
consultation process, but draws on existing
projects already underway in a number of
areas across the Service.

The research phase of the project identified 6 priority
areas for which the plan would focus on. These are:

A copy of our Diversity Action Plan can be
found on our website by visiting:
https://www.wwhs.net.au/about_us/
publications

Actions

Actions

Actions

Disability
Rural and
Remote
Community

Refugee
Community

Working with our Karen Community
In 2018 and 2019 we have continued to offer a range of culturally responsive projects aimed at better
supporting the health needs and concerns of our Karen refugee community.

Vision

Actions

Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander

Actions

30

Our dedicated Interpreter, Tu, has continued to support members of the Karen community in Nhill and
surrounds, where there is the largest population of Karen community members who access our health
services.

Dementia
and Cognitive
Decline

LGBTI

Cultural Diversity and Language Services

Actions

Over the last 12 months Tu has provided 544
individual contacts across a variety of services at
West Wimmera Health Service. These have included
presentations at our Urgent Care department,
assisting patients in our acute ward, along with
helping people who have also visited our allied
health team, dentist, maternal and child health
nurse, radiology department and the local GP
medical clinic.
Tu has also focused on translating a number of
documents for our Karen customers, totally 92 hours
of work.

WWHS QUALITY ACCOUNT 2018-19
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Diversity, inclusiveness and access

Raising Our Cultural Awareness
West Wimmera Health Service partnered with
the Wimmera Primary Care Partnership in 2018
and 2019 to facilitate two Aboriginal Cultural
Awareness workshops, with an aim to help
improve services and access to our Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander communities.
The workshops offered attendees from the
management, administration, allied and
community health workforce an interesting
and informative insight into local Aboriginal
peoples in the Wimmera and Southern Mallee
region, helping people to better understand their
plight and walk alongside them in the journey
of reconciliation while learning together. The
training helped to increase staff awareness of
issues, which may prevent Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people from seeking or accessing
our community health services.

Attendees told us that they most
enjoyed:
Openness of the presenter.
Relevant, raw, important to hear
directly from an Aboriginal person.

Very eye opening, loved the art.

The workshops were delivered following
an organisation cultural competency audit,
which was an initiative of, and funded by the
Department of Health and Human Services
Koolin Balit funded program, Towards Cultural
Security, and delivered by Wimmera Primary Care
Partnership.
Twenty of our administration, clinical, general
services and management staff took part in the
initial training day held in November 2018, while
22 Community Health staff attended the Cultural
Awareness workshop in May 2019.
The aim was to increase staff awareness of issues,
which may prevent Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people from seeking or accessing our
community health services.

Staff general comments
following the training
included:
Excellent - Everyone should
attend this training.
Great info! Was very
impressed and enjoyed the
session.

Provided raw data that was true. I
enjoyed the honesty of it.
Presenters were engaging and share
their experiences.

32

In 2019 we will seek to strengthen our
relationships with local Aboriginal health
organisations to see how we can work together
to improve access to community health services.

Artwork by Norma Harrsion,
a resident in our Iona Digby
Harris Nursing Home, has
been purchased by our health
service for all visitors to enjoy.
WWHS QUALITY ACCOUNT 2018-19
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Diversity, inclusiveness and access

Proud to Belong - Celebrating Cultural Diversity Week
In March 2019, we joined with Hindmarsh
Shire Council to celebrate the diversity in the
local Shire region for Cultural Diversity Week.
In recognition of the theme for 2019, ‘Proud to
Belong - Your Generation, Your Story’, we invited
members of our community to tell us their stories
of what it means to belong and be part of a
diverse Australia.

These stories were a way of celebrating our
multiculturalism and everyday diversity,
allowing us to share and reflect on what gives
us all a sense of belonging in our multicultural
community. Together with the Council, we shared
the stories of all of the participants each day over
the course of Cultural Diversity Week.

Here are two of the wonderful stories from our very own staff members, Rhys and Ginty,
who we are lucky to have as a part of our nursing team at our Nhill Hospital.

Rhys Webb
“I am Rhys Webb and I am Proud to Belong!
I was born in Christchurch New Zealand (the most English city outside England) and
my family immigrated to Geelong in 2006 to start a new life. It was a pretty daunting
experience for myself and my sister as we had heard of Sydney but never Melbourne
or even the state of Victoria. We definitely had culture shock for the first few months as
some slang and words were different but we soon overcame this barrier.
I was accepted into the early achiever’s program through Australian Catholic
University, Ballarat in 2010 and completed my Bachelor of Nursing in 2012. I was
accepted as a graduate nurse to Rural Northwest Health (Warracknabeal) and did a
year of nursing there. I then gained employment at West Wimmera Health Service in
November 2013 and have been here ever since. I had never heard of the Wimmera
region, Nhill or Warracknabeal and I remember my first district nursing shift out to Kiata
where the exact directions were “follow the road to the big dam and turn left at two
big gum trees”. For a man from the city and also never been in the country side this
was funny as there are heaps of dams and heaps of gum trees but I still found the
house I was looking for!
Belonging to the Nhill community makes me feel accepted, supported and
empowered as a person. I think the Wimmera region and in particular Nhill and the
Hindmarsh shire is such a welcoming and friendly place to live. I always feel the best
thing I ever did was join local clubs to enable me to meet the local community.
I am proud to be a registered nurse and St. John Ambulance (Victoria) Long Service
Medal Recipient.
Though we may have different cultural backgrounds, when we share stories with one
another, we find our common humanity.”
34
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Diversity, inclusiveness and access

Ginty Thomson
“I am Ginty Thomson and I am Proud
to Belong!
I was born in Zimbabwe and brought
up on a farm. Being the youngest of
four children and going to boarding
school from the age of eight helped
me grow up tough and independent.
These qualities helped me make the
big move to Australia.
In 2003 I came to Australia on a visa
sponsored by West Wimmera Health
Service to work as a Registered
Nurse at the Nhill Hospital. I was
accompanied by my ten year old
daughter, Helen. It was extremely
difficult leaving my home and family
but the political situation in Zimbabwe
was very unpredictable and the
economy in free fall.

Many people have helped me in big
and small ways and I am so grateful
for their kindness. Joining Rotary in
2012 has given me a way to pay back
my community in a small way.
Before coming to Australia I did
not realise how big and diverse the
country was. I have done a bit of
travelling but would love to do more.
A visit to the Northern Territory has
whetted my appetite to see more of
the outback. And of course I have to
eventually catch a barramundi!
Though we may have different
cultural backgrounds, when we share
stories with one another, we find our
common humanity.”

I soon made friends in Nhill and found
my feet at work. Helen settled down
at school and in no time started to
sound like an Aussie. We moved
into our own home in 2006 and the
frustrated farmer in me spent many
happy hours in the garden.
I often think how lucky I was to come
to Nhill. The local people are friendly
and we have always felt safe.

36
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Your Care
Adverse Events
Adverse events are defined as
incidents that result in harm to
patients. Harm can be an injury
(such as a fracture following a fall)
or an unexpected complication
of care that requires additional
treatment and length of stay.
We are committed to delivering
best care for all of our patients,
residents and clients by ensuring
that we:
• Promote the reporting of adverse
events via our standardised incident
reporting system;
• Communicate effectively with
patients and carers when adverse
events occur;
• Review and analyse adverse
events via Clinical Reviews to see if
the care provided was appropriate
and if anything could be done
differently; and
• Use what is learnt from the review
of any adverse events to act on
opportunities to improve the clinical
systems and practices supporting
best care.
Services must disclose the number
of sentinel events and adverse
events with an incident severity
rating of one or two that have
occurred in 2018–19. Services must
also provide a thematic overview of
lessons learned and improvements
arising from these events.

During 2018-19 West Wimmera Health Service recorded 35 incidents with an Incident
Severity Rating (ISR) of 2 in our Victorian Health Incident Management System database.
Such incidents are of a serious enough nature that an internal review is undertaken
and lessons learned are shared amongst staff and reported to governing committees,
including the Quality and Safety Governance Committee, (a sub-committee of our Board
of Directors).
49%, a total number of 17, of the incidents involved a patient or resident falling. Of these,
fourteen patients / residents suffered a fracture. Ten patients successfully rehabilitated
following the fall with the healing of the fracture.
Four of these patients later passed away following the fall due to a number of health
related factors.
All of these incidents were reviewed clinically and it was determined that all occurred
independently of each other, with no cluster of incidents identified.
The major contributing factor was deemed to be dementia where patients / residents
were encouraged to maintain independence in mobility, but who also displayed risk
taking behaviours at times.
Of the incidents that were reviewed by the Coroner, no recommendations were made for
us to consider.

38
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Your care

Helping our Patients to ‘Be Medicine Wise’ and ‘Think Sepsis. Act FAST’
Throughout the year we recognise and celebrate
many important health weeks. In 2018, two of
the days that our clinical teams had some fun
highlighting included Medicine Wise Week and
World Sepsis Day.
In August we got into the spirit of Medicine Wise
Week, helping to promote the importance for us
to all be wise when it comes to our medications.
Every medication is different, so we encouraged
patients and families to ‘be medicine wise’
before starting to take any new medicine by
asking questions to help know what it’s for, why
you’re taking it and how it will fit in with your
life.

On 13 September our nurses helped to raise
awareness for World Sepsis Day. What is
sepsis? Sepsis is the body’s overwhelming
response to severe infection and can result
in shock, multi-organ failure and death. It is a
serious illness that is very difficult to predict,
diagnose, and treat. It’s one of the leading causes
of death in hospitals worldwide.
That is why we’re proud to be collaborating
with Safer Care Victoria and health services
across the State on a joint project to help
improve outcomes for patients diagnosed with
sepsis.
World Sepsis Day also gave us the opportunity to
spread the message to our staff and patients to
“Think Sepsis. Act FAST.”

Nhill Hospital Operating Theatre Ready to Reopen
Renovation works to our Nhill Hospital operating
theatre were completed in June 2019, with the
theatre ready to recommence service in July
2019.
The theatre closed in December 2017 after
it became apparent that various works were
needed to maintain an acceptably safe level of
infection control. The closure also allowed the
health service to reconfigure the theatre’s layout
to ensure it will fully comply with the relevant
Australian Standard, which will be mandatory
from 2021.
A $1.2m grant from the Department of Health
and Human Services has primarily funded the
refurbishment of the theatre suite, with Locks
Constructions of Horsham being the principal
contractor.
In preparation for the Theatre’s reopening, a new full time Operating Suite Manager commenced,
along with two part time Sterilising / Instrument Technicians, and a part time Pre-Admission Clinic
Nurse. It is planned that an Anaesthetic Nurse and Operating Theatre Nurse will complete the team in
the second half of 2019.

A New Home for our Physio Team
In April 2019, our physiotherapy team were very excited to move into their brand new home in the
Ray and Violet Marshman Community Rehabilitation Centre at the Nhill Hospital.
The newly opened Physiotherapy department is the first completion milestone of the Rehabilitation
Centre to be occupied and enjoyed by our staff and community clients.
Work on the remaining two areas of the Centre - the hydrotherapy pool and community gymnasium are nearing completion and we anticipate they will be opened in late 2019.
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Escalation of Care

Training, guidelines, partnerships, innovation
and continual improvement are essential for our
staff to respond to a deteriorating patient, and to
escalate their care as needed.

Your care

Partnerships
We have a Memorandum of Understanding with
Ambulance Victoria, which enables them to assist
our staff and doctors in times when an emergency
is occurring.

Training
Our staff attend annual Advanced Cardiac
Life Support training, including competency
assessment.
A number of Registered Nurses have been
supported to complete their Rural and Isolated
Practice (Scheduled Medicines) Registered Nurse
course. This has provided them with advanced
assessment skills and allows them to prescribe
treatments for gazetted conditions.
Aged Care Nurses have had the opportunity
to update their assessment skills by attending
Comprehensive Health Assessment workshops.
These skills allow them to recognise any
deterioration in a resident’s health.

Guidelines
We have a number of policies and procedures
that are available that can be used as a reference
and provide support and direction when
confirming care needs.
Expected normal ranges are highlighted on
Observation charts, along with actions required
to escalate care.

Innovation
We have introduced the use of Telehealth via
videoconferencing and our website. This allows
our patients to consult with their specialists,
but also allows our referral hospitals to review
patients and recommend treatment plans, which
sees treatment started early before deterioration.
When patients were questioned in the Victorian
Health Experience Survey about their care, 76%
of people responded they were happy with their
involvement, compared to a state average of 66%.

Continual Improvement
When patients were asked if they were able to
get assistance if required in a reasonable time
82% responded yes, which is a decline from the
previous year and below the State average of
90%. We have identified this for a review into
how we can better support our staff and patients,
so that everyone is helped when they need it in a
reasonable time.

New Phone System Launched for Faster Response Times
In January 2019 we launched a new phone answering service, to help create a more
efficient response for callers.
The introduction of the new answering service allows multiple calls to be answered at
one time.
At the launch our Chief Executive Officer, Ritchie Dodds said, “We understand that
people’s time is precious and we want to direct you to your desired service as quickly
as possible.”
“The new automated answering system will be easy to navigate and allow callers to
be transferred to the department they wish to speak to with at the touch of a button.”
“We’ve had a number of community members test the system for us and we’ve
received positive feedback from all, telling us that the new automated answering is
easy to understand and use. Of course, people will still have the option to connect
with our receptionist if they require further guidance or are unsure of who they need
to speak with.”
During business hours, the automated phone system allows people to select from
five options when they first ring in, navigating callers to different service departments
- the Patient Ward, Radiology/Outpatients Clinic, Community and Allied Health, the
Dental Clinic and the main Reception. The afterhours answering system has remained
unchanged.
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Bringing Care Closer to Home with Cancer Telehealth
Telehealth has been a strategic priority across the Wimmera and our health service
through the Wimmera Southern Mallee Health Alliance’s work to bring care closer to
where Wimmera patients live. With project support from the Wimmera Primary Care
Partnership, the Wimmera Cancer Telehealthcare project has enabled patients to
have consultations at their local health service or in some cases their homes.
Oncology Telehealth appointments and clinics are in place across the Wimmera so
that patients can access care closer to home at their local health service, supported
by Cancer Resource Nurses.

Infection Control

During the current reporting period no patients
were diagnosed with hospital acquired
Staphylococcus aureus bacteraemia within the
West Wimmera Health Service.
Within West Wimmera Health Service we take
blood for Blood Cultures for pathology when a
patient is unwell with a high temperature, or as
required. During the last seven years no patients
have been diagnosed with Staphylococcus aureus
bacteraemia that they have acquired during

Your care

their hospital admission. We have patients who
are diagnosed on admission or who have been
diagnosed with bacteraemia at other hospitals.
After a single diagnosis in 2018, further
investigation using the VICNISS Staphylococcus
aureus bacteraemia (SAB) Investigation Guide
indicated that the care had been appropriate,
timely and aseptic technique was used correctly.
Infections of intravenous sites (phlebitis) are
extremely rare at West Wimmera Health Service.

Urgent care and clinical staff can use telehealth for cancer patients to save patient
transfers to Emergency Department or travel.
Patients and clinicians have told us they are satisfied with receiving and giving care
by telehealth. Rural patients are able to save time and money by using telehealth.
Patients saved 51,421kms by using telehealth, which is the equivalent of driving
around Australia four times! Wimmera Cancer patients at the Peter MacCallum
Cancer Centre have processes in place for telehealth – which will save time when
they do attend the Centre in Melbourne.
Telehealth is being used successfully for cancer consults across the Wimmera. For
patients who are very ill, telehealth can mean they have their consultation in the
comfort of their own home. During the project we were able to provide this
multi-consult service where a Cancer Resource Nurse takes a laptop or iPad to the
patient and supports them to have a consultation with their Oncologist (in Ballarat)
and the Cancer Nurse Practitioner (in Horsham).
In 2018, our health service also collaborated with the Wimmera Primary Care
Partnership and the Wimmera Southern Mallee Health Alliance to expand on the
services that we can offer via telehealth, using the secure Health Direct Platform.
We now have a telehealth page on our website for people to easily take part in video
conference appointments.
Many of our nurses and allied health staff have already been trained in how to use
telehealth appointments, including our Urgent Care nurses, Dietitians, Social Workers
and Wound Care Nurse.
In the next 12 months we will continue to
grow and promote how telehealth can
give our community easy access to the
healthcare they need.

Patients saved

51,421kms

by using telehealth which is the
equivalent of driving around Australia

4 times!
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Staff Flu Vaccinations

The Victorian Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) determines the healthcare
worker (HCW) influenza vaccination rate target
each year. This target applies to Victorian Public
Hospitals/Health services as well as all Victorian
Public Sector Residential Aged Care Services
(PSRACS). The target for 2018 was 84%.
A suite of initiatives implemented across West
Wimmera Health Service since 2017 continue
to show an improved uptake of the Influenza
Vaccination among staff at all sites.
The vaccinations were distributed to each site and
qualified immunisers were organised to visit sites

We achieved a

93.5%

vaccination rate of
all staff in 2018.

Your care

A Fear of Flu Vaccinations OVERCOME
to vaccinate staff. At each site the manager was
made responsible for achieve a minimum of 84%
of staff vaccinated, with weekly reminders sent to
all team members via our payroll system, keeping
the importance of having a flu vaccine at front of
mind.
In 2018 all staff employed who worked from 16
April to 31 August were counted in the total.
Limited stock of vaccine created some challenges,
such as delays and restrictions, around giving the
Influenza vaccinations, however in the end we
achieved a 93.5% vaccination rate for all staff in
2018.

Joining Together to Start the Conversation about Hepatitis B and C in the Western Wimmera
A delegation of specialists working in the field of hepatitis education and community health joined with
West Wimmera Health Service staff in September 2018 to focus on starting the conversation about
hepatitis B and C in the western Wimmera region, presenting at a workshop at our Nhill Hospital.

In 2019, all staff employed who worked
a shift from 15 April to 2 August were
counted in the total. With limited
restrictions around giving the Influenza
vaccinations, at 30 June 2019 our
immunisation rate again exceeded 82%
as we continue our vaccination program.
The total rate of staff vaccinated service
wide in 2019 was 86.9%.

Viral hepatitis causes 85% of liver cancer – the fastest growing cause of death from cancer in Australia.
Most of these deaths are preventable, yet many thousands of Australians living with hepatitis B and C
don’t know they have it, or don’t understand the potential risks to their health. Even fewer are receiving
the care they require.

The vaccination target of 84% applies
to Victorian Public Hospitals/Health
services as well as all Victorian Public
Sector Residential Aged Care Services
(PSRACS). The reporting of staff
vaccination is increasing. We report data
for each of our acute patient sites and
the addition of PSRACS requires West
Wimmera Health Service to submit an
additional ten individual reports for staff
influenza vaccination rates one for each
Residential Aged Care Service to VICNISS
(Victorian Healthcare Associated
Infection Surveillance System).

The free workshop was a collaboration between St Vincent’s Hospital, Ballarat Community Health, the
Western Victoria Primary Health Network and West Wimmera Health Service.

Vaccination of our health care workers
positively reinforces to staff and
community that Influenza vaccination is
valuable and promotes herd immunity
within the hospital and our community.
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“I have had a lifelong fear of needles, especially the flu shot! Every flu season rolls
around and I break out into a cold sweat just thinking of having another needle! But
I know just how important it is to get my vaccination – no fear is worth me getting
sick with the flu. Each year I have taken a friend along to support me as I get my
needle, and my vaccination nurse has always been so friendly and understanding.
This year I reached a new personal achievement – I had the flu shot with no hand
holding and no tears! Thanks to Christine, it was as easy as 1, 2 3.” – Angela

The aim of the half day hepatitis workshop was to bring together health and community workers who
wished to learn more about the disease and effective strategies for identifying and working with clients
and communities at risk. It also provided an opportunity for attendees to update and refresh their skills
and knowledge in the area of hepatitis prevention and management.

The free event featured presentations from Gabrielle Bennett, Victorian Viral Hepatitis Educator at St
Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne; Ballarat Community Heath staff members Kirsty Simpson, Integrated
Hepatitis C Nurse and Michelle Orr, Hepatitis B and C Health Promotion Nurse; and local presenter Casey
Hiscock, Community Refugee Health Nurse at West Wimmera Health Service.
Alex Hall, our Executive Director of Community Health, said, “This workshop was a fantastic and rare
opportunity for people to hear from high calibre, expert health professionals from Melbourne and Ballarat
in a local setting.”
Gabrielle Bennett from St Vincent’s Hospital Melbourne said, “Viral hepatitis is a growing health issue and
this is an important first step to starting the conversation amongst health professionals in the western
Wimmera.”
“By increasing the awareness and skills of health and community workers across the region, we can better
help people at risk of contracting hepatitis B or C. At the same time, we want to help remove the stigma
associated with the disease so that anyone affected can understand the risks to their health and seek the
treatment and care that they require.”
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Ron Rosewall Remembered at Garden Opening
Members of the Jeparit community gathered at
West Wimmera Health Service’s Jeparit campus
on Sunday 3 March to pay tribute to, and
remember, the late Ron Rosewall.

The sensory garden has a mechanical and motor
vehicle theme, designed to be interactive for
the residents and patients at the Jeparit Nursing
Home to enjoy.

She said, “When thinking about
today, I decided to reflect on the
five senses as we open Ron’s
sensory garden.

Ron, a long-serving member of the West
Wimmera Health Service’s Board of Directors,
and a passionate advocate and volunteer both
in his local community and across Victoria, was
honoured with the opening of the ‘Ron Rosewall
Sensory Garden’ at the Jeparit Hospital.

The Ron Rosewall Sensory Garden was officially
opened by our Board President, Leonie
Clarke; Ron’s son, Timothy Rosewall; and our
Jeparit Hospital’s Director of Nursing, Megan
Webster. Both Timothy Rosewall, and Bob
Spokes, Secretary of the Jeparit Lions Club, also
spoke on the day as a tribute to Ron and the
commemorative garden.

Sight - of a special garden in
a place in Jeparit that Ron
dedicated a big part of his life to.

The creation of the garden was a joint initiative of
the Lions Club of Jeparit and the health service,
as a fitting tribute to a dedicated and beloved
member of the local community.

In her opening speech, Ms Clarke spoke of Ron’s
love of his community and gave a dedication to
her fellow Board Director and friend.

Hearing - I’m sure Ron will be up
there listening to what we say
today.
Smell - Ron loved his food and the
smell of a Rainbow pastie almost
brought tears to his eyes, along
with the smell of oil, petrol and
grease whilst working on cars for
himself and others.

Taste - his favourite drink Pepsi Max and I’m sure a can of it would be more than welcomed
on this hot day, and the taste of afternoon tea which will follow after this. Ron loved good
old fashioned food.
Touch - to not only see but touch things in this garden that were a part of Ron’s life and we
all know there were many things in his life that touched us all. I’m also sure that our friend
Ron would be very touched to see everyone gathered here in his honour.”
Our Chief Executive Officer was proud to attend the opening and to see the completed
garden. Mr Dodds said, “The garden area is not only a wonderful tribute to Ron, it also
demonstrates how our hard working volunteers contribute to making improvements
towards the lifestyle of our patients and residents, which is fitting when we remember
Ron’s passion and dedication to that very mission.”
“On behalf of the health service and the wider community, I extend our sincere thanks and
gratitude to the Lions Club of Jeparit, our own staff and the many people who have worked
to create such an engaging space.”
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Cooinda Kookaburras Bring Home Success from Tri State Games
In November 2018, a group of five dedicated
athletes made the journey to Adelaide to
represent West Wimmera Health Service at the
2018 Tri State Games from 11 to 16 November.
The Tri State Games is an annual sporting
competition for adult aged athletes with a
disability living in SA, NSW or Victoria. The games
encourage participation, friendly competition
and provide a great chance for interaction among
adults with a disability.

five medals for their day’s efforts, including a
Gold for Glenda Bush for her 14 metre walk. Gary
Alison, Lisa Taylor, and Chelsea O’Connor walked
away with a silver each for their events, and
Leanne Wallis achieved a bronze medal for hers.
The team celebrated their wins with another
disco night on Tuesday.

On the Wednesday, our athletes enjoyed an
event-free day with a trip to the Adelaide Zoo.
This outing was enjoyed by all, with a nice lunch
The 2018 team who travelled to South Australia
at the Zoo before exploring the various animals
to represent West Wimmera Health Service as the on show. The pandas were a big hit with everyone
Cooinda Kookaburras were: Garry Allison, Rodney and the walk-through bird enclosure was
Greenaway, Glenda Bush, Lisa Taylor, Chelsea
breathtaking.
O’Connor, and Leanne Wallis. Members of the
Cooinda staff, Matt Sherwell and Desley John,
The Thursday was another big competition day
travelled with the team as their support crew for
for the team with track and field events being
the week.
held at the Port Adelaide Athletics Club. It was a
very warm day, with a cool breeze bringing some
The Cooinda Kookaburras have been regular
relief around midday. Gary Alison started the day
attendees of the Games for thirteen years now,
off strong, with a gold medal for his 25 metre
and this year our five athletes returned with no
run. Leanne Wallis was the star of the day with
less than eleven medals for their efforts – four
one gold and two silver medals for her events (a
gold, six silver, and one bronze.
personal total of four for the games!). Chelsea
O’Connor scored a silver medal, as well as a
The Opening Ceremony was held along the
Personal Best ribbon for her 25 metre run.
beautiful Semaphore foreshore, with song
performances and a rendition of the National
On Thursday night, the team attended their final
Anthem from the visiting teams. The official
disco for the Games. The theme of night was
flag of the Tri State Games was raised on the
“Bogan Ball”, and the venue was awash with
foreshore and the Games were declared open to
mullets and flannie shirts. For the Kookaburras,
great applause.
this was the last night to socialise and make new
friends before returning home the following day.
Monday saw the Kookaburras competing in the
Leanne Wallis (complete in her cowgirl outfit)
indoor events against 450 athletes in carpet
was presented with the last of her medals for the
bowls, quoits, and basketball throwing at the Le
week.
Fevre Community Stadium in Osborne. The team
put in a great effort, but competition was tough.
The Kookaburras returned home on Friday
morning, weary but suitably pleased with their
On the Monday night, our team attended the first efforts.
disco evening, and had a chance to catch up with
old friends and dance the night away. The disco
The Tri State Games is a massive week for both
nights were all held at the impressive Festival
participants and staff, and overall is a huge feat of
Functions venue in Findon.
organisation for the hosts, volunteers, staff, and
coordinators that attend each year. Hats off to
On the Tuesday, the Kookaburras excelled at The
the (roughly) four hundred volunteers who drive
Parks YMCA in Angle Park. The team took away
from all over the country to support the teams
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and make sure everything runs smoothly. If nothing
else, the Tri State Games are a great reminder of
the spirit of humanity, and that there are some
truly amazing people in the world.
The Kookaburras would like to thank all of the
businesses who contributed to their team, to the
Cooinda Ladies Auxiliary who paid for the team’s
outing to the Zoo, and to all of their supporters in
the community.
A big thanks must also be extended to our
fundraising staff for organising a wide variety
of fundraising initiatives throughout the year to
make all of this possible, as well as to our staff
who travelled and supported the team during the
Games. There are not enough gold medals to go
round!

Health and Wellbeing Expo a Huge Success
Together with Hindmarsh Shire Council and Wimmera Primary
Care Partnership, we held our very first Health and Wellness
Expo on 27 June 2019.
The Expo was a collaboration between West Wimmera Health
Service, Hindmarsh Shire Council and Wimmera Primary Care
Partnership. It showcased what services are available locally
and particularly those that can help people to stay in their
home for as long as safely possible.
The Health and Wellness Expo had 30 different information
stalls displaying the services available to people in the
community, plus 15 presenters who participated throughout
the day.
A highlight of the day was host, Robert “Dipper”
DiPierdomenico who had the audience engaged and
entertained the whole day.
Over 200 people attended the event, so it was a huge success.
Thank you to all the staff who helped to organise and were
part of the event!
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Uniting with the Community to End Violence Against Women
In late 2018, we united with Hindmarsh Shire
Council to help raise awareness and take action
to end family violence. Together we invited
the community to join us in showing their
commitment to stamping out violence against
women at a morning of free events on Tuesday 27
November and Friday 7 December.
The community events were held as a part of the
16 Days of Activism and White Ribbon campaigns.
The united front against family violence is a wider
regional initiative with other health services and
local government organisations, which calls on
people to commit to actions that change the
culture that drives family violence.
The 16 Days of Activism campaign, which ran
between 25 November to 10 December, took on
the colour theme of “Orange the World”. Orange
is recognised as the universal colour representing
a global movement to end violence against
women.

“All forms of violence are unacceptable, yet
family violence is pervasive. It shatters lives,
families and communities. As an organisation
and as community members, we want to be a
part of the change. I hope that everyone can join
us on Friday 7 December to start a conversation
and come together to be a genuine part of the
solution to family violence.”
Business owners and members of the public
were invited to join a free community breakfast
hosted at the Nhill Memorial Community Centre
on Friday 7 December. Guests heard from Simone
O’Brien, who shared her deeply personal and
powerful story of family violence. A free bus
service was also offered for people to join the
event from Rainbow, Jeparit and Dimboola.

The breakfast was followed by a morning event
for high school students from across Nhill,
Dimboola, Jeparit and Rainbow, where students
shared in morning tea and helped to start a
conversation to raise greater awareness of their
One in three women and girls experience violence power to help put a stop to violence against
in their lifetime – that is one too many. Too
women.
often, it is normalised and goes unpunished. The
community events being held across Nhill and
In Kaniva, community members joined together
Kaniva aimed to drive change and help to raise
on Tuesday 27 November for a walk to raise
greater awareness to transform the culture of
greater awareness of violence against women and
gender-based violence and end violence against
our influence as a community to stamp it out. The
women.
walk was followed by a free barbeque lunch and
guest speaker.
Our Chief Executive Officer, Ritchie Dodds, said,
“Family violence is a national emergency not only The three events all had a good turn out from
across Australia, but within our own communities across the communities, with people taking home
too. There is an urgent need for change. However, the powerful message that together we have a
it takes all of us to come together as a community great power to make a difference and the time is
to commit to actions that change the culture that now to make a start.
drives family violence.”

Dental Health Week

Your community

Did you know that poor dental health can impact
the rest of your health? In August 2018, our dental
team helped to share this message, along with
many other interesting dental facts and tips as a
part of Dental Health Week.
The team had a lot of fun talking with patients and
the community about the importance of watching
your whole mouth to help everyone keep good oral
health. As a part of the theme for Dental Health
Week 2018, we shared some fun messages and
handy information on our Facebook page, and in
our Nhill Dental Clinic, helping to raise awareness
that when you watch your mouth, you are also
helping to keep your entire body healthy.
The youngest members of our community
also got involved in celebrating Dental Health
Week by entering our popular Dental Colouring
Competition.
The week was a big success, and received a
positive response from across our communities.

Health Promotion Team Hits the Ground Running

Actioning our commitment to increasing our focus on Health Promotion, we appointed a new Health
Promotion Manager in February 2019.
The new role was developed to work across our Service and with regional partners to lead the planning,
design and implementation of a new approach to health promotion. In April 2019 a Health Promotion
Officer was appointed to join our Service’s new dedicated Health Promotion Team. In the coming months
we are also set to expand the team with a further two staff members to be recruited to complete the
Health Promotion department.
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Quality Indicator data collected in our residential aged care homes, and submitted to the Department
of Health and Human Services allows us to monitor and improve resident care and quality of life.
These Quality Indicators are used to identify issues and to prompt us to review and make
improvements to care as and when required.
We compare our data against that of homes of a similar size, within Victoria.
Data reports are available to residents, families and staff. They are posted on information boards and
discussed at both resident and relative meetings and staff meetings.

Falls and Fall Related Fractures

Stages 1-4
Us 0.24
Our Peers 0.69
The State 0.61

Us 6
Our Peers 7.6
The State 5.2

Falls within residential aged care homes is an
ongoing and closely monitored issue, with many
residents experiencing numerous falls.

This year

Residents with a diagnosis of dementia have a higher
proportion of falls.

Pressure injuries are a significant issue for older
people living in residential aged care homes, and are
considered a major health concern.
A pressure injury is a localised injury to the skin and/
or underlying tissue, resulting from pressure and/or
friction.

A small percentage of pressure injuries were
present at the time of a resident’s admission
to the home.

In order to monitor the degree of pressure
injuries consistently we use a standard method of

We did not have any Stage 3, Stage 4,
Unstageable or suspected Deep Tissue
pressure injuries.

Use of restraint devices
Us 0
Our Peers 0.44
The State 0.37

Physical restraint is any intentional practice,
device or action that restricts a resident’s free
movement.
To measure this indicator we assess both the
intent to restrain a resident and the use of
devices that can be used as a restraint.
West Wimmera Health Service has a zero
tolerance to intentional restraint, and has
policies and procedures that must be followed
if restraint is to be considered.

This year
We did not report any use of any intentional
physical restraint.
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Fractures from Falls
Us 0.10
Our Peers 0.14
The State 0.11

assessment and documentation. This includes
rating injuries as either Stage 1, 2, 3, or 4 or as
being unstageable or a deep tissue injury.

The prevalence of Stage 1 and Stage 2
pressure injuries was significantly lower
than that of similar sized homes. Stage 1
pressure injuries are an area of reddened skin
that can quickly escalate to Stage 2, where
there is a blister or broken skin. If identified
early and pressure relieving interventions
are implemented, a pressure injury can be
prevented from worsening.

Use of Physical Restraint

This year

Falls

* These figures below are per 1,000 bed days

Pressure Injuries

Your aged care

* These figures below are per 1,000 bed days

The number of falls we report often relate to
residents taking the risk to mobilise without staff
assistance or use of a mobility aid. A high proportion
of reported falls relate to rolls from floor level beds.
Due to advanced age and reduced bone condition
residents are more likely to experience a fall-related
fracture.

Unplanned Weight Loss
3kg over 3 months
Us 0.73
Our Peers 0.75
The State 0.61

The rate of falls we have recorded remained
similar to other years, which is slightly fewer
than similar sized homes in Victoria.
All 10 homes reported falls, with five homes
also reporting five fractures.

Actions
All fall incidents are reviewed clinically by
nurses and allied health staff to ensure
strategies are in place to reduce the likelihood
of future falls and the injuries associated with
falling.
A clinical review is undertaken of all fractures
that result from a fall. This allows us to
analyse the cause and interventions that could
reduce the likelihood of a similar occurrence.
Analysis of fall trends is undertaken routinely
with times of increased incidence noted,
allowing staff to be extra vigilant at times
where falls are more likely.

general condition declines. This is seen in
reduced appetite and results in weight loss.

Over 3 consecutive
months
Us 0.84
Our Peers 0.91
The State 0.59

Unplanned weight loss is more likely as we age due
to chronic disease, dementia, reduced enjoyment or
desire to eat, and depression.
An increase in the likelihood of fractures, pressure
injuries, general poor healing and malnutrition can
result from weight loss.
As our residents come to end stage of life their

By regularly monitoring resident weights we
are able to investigate any unplanned weight
loss promptly, and put in place strategies
to address this as quickly as possible. We
monitor weight loss of three kilograms in a
month and weight loss over three consecutive
months.
Those residents that appear to be losing
weight are reviewed by the Dietitian and
Speech Pathologist in order to ensure
appropriate meals, drinks and snacks are
available to the resident.

This year
Our rate of unplanned weight loss is
significantly less than that of similar sized
homes.
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* These figures below are per 1,000 bed days

Medications

The new indicators we reported this year
included:

9+ Medications
Us 5.92
Our Peers 4.65
The State 3.27

• Antipsychotic medicine use is slightly below
that of our peers.
• Proton pump inhibitor medications are
prescribed at a higher rate than that of our
peers.
• Five or more medication administration
times per day is at a higher rate than our
peers.

The prescribing of medications is complex for older
people, to appropriately manage multiple and
chronic medical conditions.
This indicator is used to highlight those residents
prescribed:
• Nine or more medications – this is a trigger for
the treating Doctors and Pharmacist to review the
ongoing relevance of medications.
• Antipsychotic medicines which are considered high
risk medicines and there is potential for adverse
events if not regularly monitored. Regular review
has the intent to reduce the overall use of these
medicines, thus reducing the risk of adverse events.
• Proton pump inhibitor medications - these are
used to decrease the acidity of the stomach and
upper small intestine, and are highly prevalent
among aged care residents. Research has shown that
up to 50% of these prescriptions are not required on
a long term basis.
• Five or more medication administration times
per day - this is burdensome for residents and
quite time consuming for staff. The incidence of
medication errors is increased when there are more
administration times required.

This year
• When it comes to the indicators for nine or more
medications prescribed, we continue to report at a
slightly higher rate than our peers. Despite regular
review, as a resident’s general health declines a
more complex range of medications is often required
to maintain or improve life quality.
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Actions
Nursing staff regularly review each resident’s
care, and often identify medication regimes
that may benefit from review by the treating
Doctors and Pharmacist.
Our Doctors are appreciative of the external
pharmacy reviews and recommendations
made in regard to medication management.
In 2019, we formed a Medication Advisory
Committee to oversee medication related
practices and procedures across our health
service, which includes the review of this data.
We are implementing Psychotropic Registers
for all our aged care homes. This is to allow
monitoring of psychotropic use, and to trigger
routine review at the time of prescription
renewal. These registers will be in place by
July 2019.

Community Spirit and Wedding Bells at Rupanyup
Each year our Rupanyup Nursing Home hosts a successful Open Day for residents, family and
friends to come together and enjoy musical entertainment, a sumptuous afternoon tea and a
host of fun activities throughout the day.
Residents and the Rupanyup community alike look forward to the Open Day and every year
there is a wonderful crowd who take part.
The Open Day not only connects our residents with their loved ones, it also offers us the
opportunity to share more with the community about all the wonderful things that happen at
our Rupanyup Nursing Home; helping to demystify what it is like to live in a residential aged care
facility.
In April, there were wedding bells ringing when our Rupanyup Nursing Home hosted a civil
ceremony for Brandon Raeburn and Michael Taylor. Brandon’s Nana, Ellen, is a resident of our
Rupanyup home and the couple were excited to share their day with her. Along with some 40
guests, residents and their families along with staff attended the wedding. The ceremony was
a first for us, and our staff ensured that the garden location was in its full glory for everyone to
enjoy. Michel and Brandon planted a tree in the garden to mark such a special occasion.
In the coming 12 months we will be exploring how we better share information and the good
news stories, like these at our Rupanyup home, from all our aged care services in order to help
people better understand how and when they can access these services. We will be taking a
collaborative approach across all of our nine sites, working with the community, to improve how
we promote our residential and community aged care services in a way that is both interesting
and easy to understand.

Later in 2019 we are introducing an electronic
medication module that will streamline the
prescribing, dispensing and administration
process of medications. It is envisaged that
the incidence of medication errors will be
reduced following the implementation of this
innovation.
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Rainbow Engaging with Community and Having Lots of Fun While They’re at It!
In March 2019 the Rainbow Hospital and Nursing
Home launched their Rainbow Engagement Team
program by hosting an afternoon tea for all the
community, friends and family to join.
The newly formed Rainbow Engagement Team is
an initiative to help better connect the Rainbow
community and the local hospital and nursing
home. The idea for the program began to
formulate in late 2018 after the residents from
the Rainbow Nursing Home and staff toured
through the town to enjoy the local Christmas
light displays, and to award their very own prize
for the most festive lights.

The program’s inaugural afternoon tea event was
a roaring success with over 50 people attending
and enjoying a delicious spread!
Since the afternoon tea there have been many
more monthly events held for everyone to enjoy,
including an Easter BBQ and a fashion parade.
It has been wonderful to see so many smiling
faces from our residents, patients, staff,
volunteers and visitors who have taken part in the
events held since March.
In the coming year, the Rainbow Engagement
Team program is expected to be trialled across
our other locations.

Kaniva Prep Students Visit Archie Gray Nursing Home
In May, residents at our Archie Gray Nursing Home
hosted a very special group of visitors – the Kaniva
grade Prep class.
Everyone enjoyed a wonderful visit and the Prep
students even received a beautiful gift – handmade
Dilly Bags from the residents.

Iona Hosts a Successful Fundraiser
In May, our Iona Digby Harris Nursing Home in Nhill
joined together to help raise funds for the Cancer
Council’s Biggest Morning Tea event, a fundraising
initiative that members of Iona have been proud to
support over a number of years.
There was a hive of activity amongst the residents,
staff and volunteers who prepared and delivered
delicious plates of morning tea throughout the
hospital and nursing home. Staff and visitors were
very happy to see the morning tea cart coming
their way!
Everyone involved were excited to raise just over
$800 for the Cancer Council.
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SPAR K Students Making a Difference
In 2018, we welcomed the first group of Nhill
College students who, through their school
‘SPARK’ community-based program, nominated
to become volunteers at West Wimmera Health
Service.
Students volunteered at our Iona Digby Harris
Nursing Home, helping to provide social
interaction and community connection to our
residents. SPARK students visit our Iona Digby
Harris Nursing Home and develop meaningful
relationships with the residents through a shared
love of football, agriculture and technology.

of these young students over the course of their
role as volunteers.
A very special mention to all the students
and program organisers who in early 2019
won the Centre for Participation’s Connecting
Communities Award.
Following the success of the volunteering
partnership, we are looking forward to welcoming
a greater number of students from the Nhill
College’s program across more areas of our
health service.

This is a valuable partnership with Nhill College
and we have enjoyed watching the development
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The people who care for you
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Caring for our staff who care for you
A healthy and safe workplace culture for all of
our staff is essential to delivering quality and safe
care to all of our patients and customers.
Each year, we participate in an independent
People Matter Survey, which focuses on the
experiences of our staff in relation to a range
of key workplace factors, including how our
organisation supports people to work in an
engaged and safe environment.
Importantly, the annual survey also monitors
our Patient Safety Culture to ensure that we are
upholding the core values of delivering safe and
best care for everyone who accesses our services.

During 2019, West Wimmera Health Service
staff undertook the People Matter Survey with a
response rate of 56% or 311 employees; this was
an improvement of 5% from the previous year.
From the survey the Safety Culture Score was
revealed to be 79 out of a possible 100. This
score was six more than the comparator group of
organisation and six greater than all organisations
across Victoria. Safety Culture remained the
same as that for 2018.
We exceeded the 80% benchmark in all nine
organisational culture performance indicators as
seen below.

Strong Governance, Leadership and Culture
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

People matter survey - percentage of staff
with an overall positive response to safety
and culture questions

People matter survey – percentage of staff
with a positive response to the question, “I
am encouraged by my colleagues to report
any patient safety concerns I may have”

People matter survey – percentage
of staff with a positive response to the
question, “Patient care errors are handled
appropriately in my work area”
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TARGET

80%
80%
80%

RESULT

94%
97%
96%

People matter survey – percentage of staff
with a positive response to the question,
“My suggestions about patient safety would
be acted upon if I expressed them to my
manager”

People matter survey – percentage of staff
with a positive response to the question, “The
culture in my work area makes it easy to
learn from the errors of others”

People matter survey – percentage of staff
with a positive response to the question,
“Management is driving us to be a safetycentred organisation”

People matter survey – percentage of staff
with a positive response to the question, “This
health service does a good job of training
new and existing staff”

People matter survey – percentage of staff
with a positive response to the question,
“Trainees in my discipline are adequately
supervised”

People matter survey – percentage of staff
with a positive response to the question, “I
would recommend a friend or relative to be
treated as a patient here”

TARGET

RESULT

80%

93%

80%

92%

80%

98%

80%

92%

80%

89%

80%

96%
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West Wimmera Health Service has invested heavily in our people throughout 2018, particularly in the
area of organisational culture, physical and psychological safety.
We commenced an ambitious plan to have 100% of staff undertake a People and Culture day within two
years.
In the first year, 56% or 288 staff, took part in the new education day. Our staff have embraced this
training day giving it an overall satisfaction rating of 4.6 out of 5.0

Incidents of unacceptable behaviour in the
workplace have decreased by

55%

in the last 6 months of the financial year.

In a further innovation, our Service has had 10 staff commence a Certificate III in Individual Support.
This course is designed to train staff to fulfil Personal Care Work, Home Care Packages and Disability
Support work, and start non-clinical staff on a pathway to careers in healthcare. In partnership with
Federation TAFE, the training package has been developed to support current working staff with
training options that are designed to limit the impact of current workload and allow staff to upskill
and enhance their future career prospects.
Kerry Festa is one staff member who commenced the course having a passion for aged care. Kerry,
of her own volition and with the support of clinical staff, voluntarily commenced an activity program
in her lunch break with residents in an aged care facility in Nhill. The result was that the physical
movement and social connectedness of eight residents increased.
Kerry was very interested in working in this area permanently but was not able to do so as she did not
possess the necessary qualifications. She verbally expressed interest in the Certificate III when it was
advertised but because of her learning difficulty did not proceed initially. Kerry was encouraged to
apply and with the assistance of the Manager of People and Culture, Trainee Administration Clerk and
the training provider she has successfully navigated her way through the course. In a unique training
innovation, voice recognition software has been used to assist Kerry complete some sections of her
assessments; she is currently on track to complete the course in 2020.
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People and Culture Training Hits Halfway Milestone

Our People and Culture training program celebrated a significant milestone in June 2019, with 50%
of our staff completing the new training since its launch in 2018.
In September 2018 our People and Culture training days kicked off as a new mandatory education
model for all staff to complete every two years. The training has been customised for specific staff
roles to ensure that all of our staff are well equipped to handle the various issues that affect people
in their everyday work life, but weren’t adequately addressed in other education forums.
Each session has focused on a core set of topics, including Cultural Change; Bullying and
Harassment; Management of Clinical Aggression; Prevention of Family Violence; and LGBTQI
Inclusion.
The success of the training days can be attributed to the mix-up of topics and key note speakers who
present them, along with both interactive and theoretical components.
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Developing Our Future Leaders
In 2018, the Wimmera Southern Mallee Health
Alliance took steps to ensure the leadership of
their organisations was strong and cohesive. They
did this through the creation of the Future Leaders
Development Program.
The program’s first intake accepted nominations
from team members who were currently managing
staff. They were overwhelmed with nominations
and ended up taking on two groups, with a total of
40 members.

Have You Met Emma? Our Newest Masters Graduate!
Feedback from participants has told us that
the program has helped them to grow both
professionally and personally. Part of the training
included analysing people’s own strengths and
looking at how they could build on them to
be better as individuals, employees and as an
organisation, which participants have found
interesting and valuable.
The program is now open to team members who
do not immediately manage people so more of our
staff across the Health Alliance can develop the
next generation of leaders.

The programs, made up of a mix of team members
from all alliance organisations, met once a month
to learn about a range of leadership skills, including
their own personal strengths and skills.

Our Executive Directors also took part in a
Leadership Team Coaching Program during the
year, as part of a Safer Care Victoria Pilot Project.
The Executive team joined with other executive
members of the Wimmera Southern Mallee Health
The full day training sessions also gave attendees
the chance to mix and form relationships with team Alliance to undertake six days of leadership training
in 2018/19. The program included strengths
members from other alliance health services.
profiles and 360 reviews, along with group and
individual coaching. There will be a final session
This relationship allows for better idea sharing,
delivered in October 2019 to wrap up learning and
innovation and efficiency.
development from the previous year.

Congratulations to our 20 Newest Leadership Graduates
In 2018, we once again offered the Certificate IV in Leadership and Management to our staff to
enhance our workforce development now and into the future, in turn helping to ensure that we
continue to provide and support best care and quality service for our communities. We were pleased
to sponsor 20 staff to take part in this training during the year and in December it was a thrill to
witness the group graduate from their course.
Thank you to Skill Invest for their ongoing support, and to our Board of Directors and Executive
Directors for their continued investment in our workforce. But most of all, thank you and
congratulations to all of our 2018 graduates who have worked hard throughout the year to achieve
their success!

Mandatory Education Made Fun
In June 2018, a group of our supported employees, who work across a range of roles in our health
service, had plenty of fun taking part in one of our mandatory education days.
We deliver a variety of mandatory education days to all of our staff in different work groups
throughout the year. All of these days include important topics such as a CPR refresher tailored for
either our clinical or no-clinical staff and fire safety training.
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Many of our staff take the opportunity to pursue further study while they are working as a part of our
West Wimmera Health Service team.
In early 2019, we were proud to celebrate one of our Physiotherapists, Emma, who graduated from
her Masters of Health Administration! Emma completed her further study while working, and it
was wonderful to see all of her hard work come to fruition. Congratulations Emma, what a fantastic
achievement!
We asked Emma to share a bit
more about herself and her
experiences of working and
studying at the health service.
Read on for Emma’s story…

“Hello, my name is Emma and I work as a Physiotherapist.
As member of our Allied Health team I am very lucky to get
to travel around to all of the towns we service at different
times. I currently provide services to Nhill, Minyip, Murtoa,
Rupanyup, Goroke, Edenhope and Kaniva, but you may
have seen my face at any of our other sites over the years.
I love my job because I get to help people of all
ages with many different issues that impact their day
to day life, whether it is to do with pain, breathing,
physical fitness, walking, following an accident/
surgery/illness, or one of the many other aspects of a
person’s health and wellbeing that we can improve.
Physiotherapists can help people in many different
ways and working in the country means that I get to
do it all! I love being able to make a difference in
people’s lives and getting to do something a bit
different each day. I also love travelling to all of
the towns – providing services to people locally is
so important where possible and I enjoy the change
of scenery.
I believe that my role makes a difference to our
customers and community because we help
people to live their best life. While I love helping
people whose health is not at 100%, I also love to
focus on the preventative aspect of healthcare
through improving people’s lifestyles. While helping
people in need is so important, preventing an 		
illness or problem before it occurs rather than dealing
with it afterwards just makes sense! I think this is the
future of healthcare. After all, you don’t need to be
unwell to seek advice about your health!

I have enjoyed the opportunity to study further while working at West Wimmera
Health Service because I love learning. I have thoroughly enjoyed undertaking my
Masters of Health Administration degree as it has been really relevant to my work.
It has helped to enhance my knowledge and understanding in relation to the big
picture of health service delivery. I love the non-clinical roles that I also work in as
another part of my job - it enables me to implement positive change and help our
communities on a broader scale. I am so grateful to West Wimmera Health Service
for this opportunity to increase my ability and practice – I could not be more
thankful for their support!”
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Our Accreditation
What is Accreditation?
Accreditation is a process of checking that
the way our care and services that we
provide to patients, clients, residents and
participants is of the highest safety and
quality.
Healthcare experts external to our Service
examine our systems of care against a
national set of standards. Meeting such
standards is designed to minimise the risk
of harm to our care recipients.
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National Safety and Quality Health Service Standards
Full Compliance Achieved
West Wimmera Health Service is currently accredited
under the National Safety and Quality Health Service
Standards. Version Two of the National Safety and
Quality Health Service Standards came into effect as
of 1 January 2019. Work has commenced to ensure
compliance against the new standards for which the
Service will be assessed against in July 2020.

Commonwealth Aged Care Accreditation Standards
Full Compliance Not Achieved
West Wimmera Health Service underwent a
re-accreditation audit against the 44 expected
outcomes of the Commonwealth Aged Care
Accreditation Standards at the Iona Digby Harris
Nursing Home on 28 and 29 August 2018.

our accreditation
The following actions were successfully undertaken in response to
the recommendations in order to achieve accreditation status:
- Training and education opportunities were provided for a General Services staff member
to qualify as a Personal Care Worker/Leisure and Lifestyle Assistant to bolster the leisure and
lifestyle team;
- A review of clinical staffing structures was undertaken resulting in a 6 week trial of changed
staffing allocations to facilitate improved resident allocation and documentation. An
evaluation of the trial resulted in the changes being made permanent;
- Training was provided to all existing and new staff in relation to ACFI and assessment and
care planning processes;
- A review of all existing care plans was undertaken;
- An analysis of falls was undertaken by the Service’s physiotherapist resulting in a number of
recommendations to help mitigate the increasing trend in falls seen over the previous 1-2 year
period;
- A number of strategies were implemented to help improve staff morale;
- A review of the activity/leisure and lifestyle program was undertaken to ensure that residents
preferences were better considered when designing activities;
- Undertake an environmental inspection of the facility to improve storage for equipment,
reconfigure sitting rooms to maximise space for residents, complete some minor
refurbishments and enhance resources available for activities;
- Undertake a review and training for all staff in relation to mandatory reporting of incidents,
including family preferences regarding notification of incidents;
- Provide education to all staff in relation to the feedback process;

The Iona Digby Harris Nursing Home did not meet the following expected outcomes:
-

1.8 Information Systems

Recommendations were also received in relation to expected outcomes:
-
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1.3 Education and Staff Development;
1.4 Comments and Complaints;
1.5 Planning and Leadership;
1.6 Human Resources Management;
2.4 Clinical Care;
2.5 Specialist Nursing Care Needs;
2.10 Nutrition and Hydration;
2.11 Skin Care;
2.13; Behavioural Management;
3.2 Regulatory Compliance;
3.6 Privacy and Dignity;
3.7 Leisure Interests and Activities.

- Undertake a staff engagement process to enable their input into identification of problem
areas, education needs and barriers, and involve them in the generation of ideas/suggestions
for improvement;
- Further analysis of resident satisfaction survey results was undertaken, and residents and
representatives were invited to participate discussions to obtain further feedback to inform an
improvement plan;
- Skin integrity assessments were undertaken for all residents and the wound management
policy underwent significant review;
- All interim care documentation was reviewed and subsequent improvements were made;
- Implementation of new medication module to the residential aged care customer database
to help improve safety in relation to medication administration practices, accompanied by
enhanced management of safe medication practices;
- Engagement of Alzheimer’s Australia to implement Montessori principles of engagement to
continuously improve the wellbeing and everyday life of residents, staff and families in Iona.
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A New Quality Manager
In October 2018 we welcomed our Quality Manager, Ashleigh, in the newly created role. As Quality
Manager, Ashleigh joins our Quality and Safety team to coordinate our Service’s accreditation, quality
improvement and incident management functions across our nine sites. The expansion of the Quality
and Safety team with the addition of this dedicated role has added depth and weight to the important
functions of ensuring that we continue to deliver safe and high quality services, whilst meeting our
statutory requirements, and focusing on striving to continually improve the care and services that we
deliver. This has been of particular priority in 2018 and 2019 as we have worked to implement the new
aged care quality and safety accreditation standards.
Amongst her first projects, Ashleigh has facilitated the development of an updated Quality Framework
for the organisation, and reviewed our reporting and committee structures to ensure we have a robust
quality system that tells us the right information at the right time, in a relevant and accessible way for
our staff, our Board of Directors and our improvement committees to action.

West Wimmera Health Service
Quality Account 2018-19
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